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Entanglement-assisted capacities of compound
quantum channels
Mario Berta, Hrant Gharibyan, and Michael Walter
Abstract—We study universal quantum codes for entanglement-
assisted quantum communication over compound quantum chan-
nels. In this setting, sender and receiver do not know the specific
channel that will be used for communication, but only know the
set that the channel is selected from. We investigate different
variations of the problem: uninformed users, informed receiver,
informed sender, and feedback assistance. We derive single-letter
formulas for all corresponding channel capacities. Our proofs are
based on one-shot decoupling bounds and properties of smooth
entropies.
Index Terms—Quantum Mechanics, Quantum Entanglement,
Compound Channels, Decoupling.
I. INTRODUCTION
S
HANNON’S noisy channel coding theorem establishes
that the asymptotic capacity of a fixed independent and
identically distributed (IID) channel JX→Y is given by the
mutual information between the input and the output of the
channel [1],
C(JX→Y ) = sup
P
I(X : Y )J (P ) , (1)
optimized over all channel inputs. Moreover, it is known that
the capacity is neither increased by feedback assistance from
the receiver to the sender nor by shared randomness assistance
between the sender and the receiver [1].1 Extending Shannon’s
seminal result (1), there has been lots of work concerning
scenarios where the channel is not fully known but there is
some channel uncertainty, see, e.g., the review article [4]. Here,
we are interested in the so-called compound setting when the
sender and receiver do not know the specific channel that will
be used for communication, but only know the set that the
channel is selected from. For compound channels ΛX→Y =
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1In fact, not even post-classical assistance like entanglement or general
non-signaling correlations increase the capacity [2], [3].
{J iX→Y }i∈I with index set I , the asymptotic IID capacity was
determined to [5], [6],
C(ΛX→Y ) = sup
PX
inf
i∈I
I(X : Y )J i(P ) . (2)
Furthermore, and in contrast to the case of a single channel,
feedback from the receiver to the sender improves this to [7],
[8],
CF (ΛX→Y ) = inf
i∈I
C(J iX→Y ) . (3)
Now, unlike in the classical case, IID quantum channels
have various different asymptotic capacities and only in special
cases formulas to compute these are known [9], [2], [10], [11],
[12], [13]. For the entanglement-assisted quantum capacity,
however, a formula similar to (1) is available and for that
reason it is considered to be the natural quantum analogue of
the capacity of classical channels. For a fixed quantum channel
NA→B , the entanglement-assisted quantum capacity is given
by the quantum mutual information [2],
QE(NA→B) = sup
ρ
1
2
I(A′ : B)N (ρ) , (4)
optimized over all purified input distributions ρA′A. Like in
the classical case, feedback assistance from the receiver to the
sender does not increase this capacity [14].2 By quantum tele-
portation [16] and superdense coding [17], the corresponding
entanglement-assisted classical capacity is the same up to a
factor of two.
In this paper we study the entanglement-assisted capacities
of compound quantum channels ΠA→B = {N iA→B}i∈I ,
where each N iA→B is a quantum channel between finite-
dimensional input and output spaces A and B, respectively,
and where I is an arbitrary index set. In full analogy to the
classical case (2)–(3), we show that the compound quantum
capacity without feedback is given by
QE(ΠA→B) = sup
ρ
inf
i∈I
1
2
I(A′ : B)N i(ρ) , (5)
and that feedback improves the capacity to
QE,F (ΠA→B) = inf
i∈I
QE(N iA→B) . (6)
Here, the first formula holds for general compounds whereas
we can only show the second formula for finite compound
channels, |I| < ∞.3 In the process of deriving (5)–(6) we
2As shown in [15], the quantum capacity assisted by non-signaling corre-
lations is also given by (4).
3The feedback capacity of general classical compound channels has only
been determined recently [8].
2also determine the entanglement-assisted compound capacities
when either the sender or the receiver is informed about the
channel used for communication (this is again in full analogy
to the classical case):
QE,IR(ΠA→B) = QE(ΠA→B) as well as
QE,IS(ΠA→B) = QE,F (ΠA→B) .
Prior work: The plain classical and quantum capacities
of compound quantum channels were studied in [18], [19],
[20] and [21], [22], [23], respectively. In [24], [25] the plain
and entanglement-assisted classical capacities of a class of
quantum channels with long-term memory were determined.
As we will see the latter result is equivalent to formula (5) for
finite compounds.
Techniques: For our proofs we follow the decoupling
approach to quantum information theory [26], [27], [28],
[29], [30]. In particular we make use of one-shot decoupling
bounds [31] in terms of smooth entropies [32], [33]. We
also utilize various techniques developed in aforementioned
references about compound quantum channels.
II. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS
Here we introduce the setup more formally and give a sum-
mary of our results and methods. Let ΠA→B = {N iA→B}i∈I
be a finite-dimensional compound quantum channel (i.e., a col-
lection of quantum channels with fixed and finite-dimensional
input and output systems, labeled by some index set I). Our
goal is the quantification of the information-theoretic power
of such channels. In particular, we determine their asymptotic
IID capacities when free entanglement-assistance between the
sender and the receiver in the form of maximally entangled
states Φ+A1B1 is available.
a) Uninformed users: An entanglement transmission
code for ΠA→B is given by a quadruple {M0,M1, E ,D},
where M0 is the local dimension of a maximally entangled
state Φ+A0R that is to be transmitted, M1 denotes the local
dimension of the entanglement-assistance Φ+A1B1 , and the
quantum channels E ,D are the encoding and decoding opera-
tions, respectively. We say that a triple (R, n, δ) is achievable
for ΠA→B if there exists an entanglement transmission code
with
1
n
logM0 ≥ R and inf
i∈I
F (Φ+A0R,DBB1→A0◦
N iA→B ◦ EA0A1→A(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)) ≥ 1− δ.
(7)
Here, R is the rate of the code, n ∈ N the number of channel
uses, and δ > 0 the tolerated error measured in terms of
Uhlmann’s fidelity F (ρ, σ) := ‖√ρ√σ‖21. This means that
for every channel N iA→B in the compound, the fidelity of
transmission should be high, averaged over a uniform message
of size M0. In the asymptotic IID limit the entanglement-
assisted capacity of the compound quantum channel ΠA→B
is then defined as
QE(ΠA→B) := lim
δ→0
lim inf
n→∞
sup {R : (R, n, δ) is achievable for ΠA→B} .
(8)
Slightly different definitions of entanglement transmission
codes (7) and, correspondingly, channel capacities (8) are
possible as well and we point to [34] for an in-depth discussion.
We prove the following formula for QE(ΠA→B):
Theorem 1. Let ΠA→B = {N iA→B}i∈I be a compound
channel with arbitrary index set I . Then, we have
QE(ΠA→B) =
1
2
sup
ρ
inf
i∈I
I(A′ : B)N i(ρ), (9)
where the supremum is over all purified input distributions
ρA′A with A ∼= A′.
To prove the converse, we rely on the quantum general-
ization of the meta converse for channel coding from [3],
together with some extensions which were inspired by the
work [25]. To prove achievability, our starting point is a one-
shot coding theorem for fixed channels [30] that is formu-
lated in terms of smooth entropies. These entropies were
introduced to study structureless (non-IID) resources [32]
and have many properties similar to the von Neumann en-
tropy [33]. By applying the one-shot result to the average
channel ΠA→B := 1|I|
∑
i∈I N iA→B associated with a finite
compound channel (cf. the work [21]) and exploiting basic
properties of smooth entropies, we obtain a one-shot coding
theorem for finite compound channels. In the asymptotic
limit, this establishes Theorem 1 for finite compound chan-
nels. In light of this proof and the equivalence between the
entanglement-assisted transmission of classical and quantum
information, as discussed below, this result can be seen to be
equivalent to the work [25] where the entanglement assisted
classical capacity of a class of quantum channels of the form
NˆAn→Bn =
∑
i∈I pi (N iA→B)⊗n with {pi}i∈I a finite proba-
bility distribution was determined (using different techniques).
To extend the proof to arbitrary compound channels we use a
discretization argument via net techniques (similarly to what
is done in, e.g., [23]). The basic reason why this works is
that the random coding schemes that we make use of have
a well behaved error dependence, together with the mutual
information being nicely continuous.
b) Informed receiver: When the receiver but not the
sender knows which one of the channels N iA→B from the
compound will be used for the information transmission, the
decoder DiBB1→A0 can depend on the channel and thus (7)
becomes
1
n
logM0 ≥ R and inf
i∈I
F (Φ+A0R,DiBB1→A0◦
N iA→B ◦ EA0A1→A(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)) ≥ 1− δ,
The corresponding capacityQE,IR is then defined as in (8) and
we find that it does not increase compared to the uninformed
case.
Theorem 2. Let ΠA→B = {N iA→B}i∈I be a compound
channel with arbitrary index set I . Then, we have
QE,IR(ΠA→B) = QE(ΠA→B).
For the proof we simply note that the converse established
for the uninformed case does not rely on the decoder being
uninformed and thus holds verbatim for informed receivers.
3c) Informed sender: When the sender but not the receiver
is aware of which channel N iA→B from the compound will be
used for the information transmission, the encoder E iA0A1→A
may now depend on i ∈ I and thus (7) becomes
1
n
logM0 ≥ R and inf
i∈I
F (Φ+A0R,DBB1→A0◦
N iA→B ◦ E iA0A1→A(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)) ≥ 1− δ.
The corresponding capacityQE,IS is then defined as in (8) and
we find that in general the capacity increases. More precisely,
we show that infimum and supremum in the formula (9) can
be interchanged, so that the entanglement-assisted quantum
capacity of a compound equals the infimum of the capacities
of its constituents:
Theorem 3. Let ΠA→B = {N iA→B}i∈I be a compound
channel with arbitrary index set I . Then, we have
QE,IS(ΠA→B) = inf
i∈I
QE(N iA→B),
where
QE(N iA→B) =
1
2
max
ρ
I(A′ : B)N i(ρ)
is the entanglement-assisted capacity of the i-th channel as
determined in [2].
The converse direction follows directly from the converse
for a fixed channel [2], since the capacity can not be higher
than the capacity of any single channel in the compound.
For the achievability, we derive new one-shot decoupling
bounds that then imply the existence of a universal decoder
by a standard argument via Uhlmann’s theorem. As before
we reduce from general to finite compounds by using a
discretization argument via net techniques.
d) Feedback: We also solve the scenario with free feed-
back from receiver to sender.4 The first round of a feedback-
assisted entanglement transmission code starts with a quan-
tum or classical feedback message X
(0)
A that is correlated
with some X
(0)
B at the receiver, followed by an encoder
E
X
(0)
A A0A1→A
, the channel N iA→B from the compound, and a
decoderD
X
(0)
B
BB1→A0 . Now, for n channel uses the procedure
repeats n-times. The corresponding capacity QE,F is then
defined as in (8), where we have an application of n-rounds of
encoders and decoders and the fidelity bound in (7) holds for
these n-rounds [14]. We find that the corresponding feedback
capacity is the same as in the case of informed senders (at least
for finite compounds). Therefore, in analogy to the classical
case, feedback in general increases the entanglement-assisted
quantum capacity of compound channels.
Theorem 4. Let ΠA→B = {N iA→B}i∈I be a compound
channel with finite index set |I| <∞. Then, we have
QE,F (ΠA→B) = QE,IS(ΠA→B).
The converse direction again follows from the converse of
the corresponding result for a single channel [14]. For the
4Since we assume free entanglement-assistance, classical and quantum feed-
back are equivalent by quantum teleportation [16] and superdense coding [17].
achievability we make use of the channel estimation tech-
niques from [24]. In particular, we use the first
√
n instances
of the channel to estimate the channel on the receiver’s side
and then use feedback to transfer the channel index i ∈ I to
the sender. This allows to use the informed sender protocol
for the remaining n−√n channel uses and leads to the same
capacity as in the informed sender case. Unfortunately, it is
unclear how to apply this technique for general compounds
since in this case the trade-off between the discretization and
the channel estimation parameters might not scale well enough.
We note that even for classical compound channels this issue
has only been resolved relatively recently [8], and we leave it
as an open problem in the quantum case.
e) Application: We consider a situation where some
channel NA→B used for information transmission has only
been characterized up to some precision ε > 0.5 This corre-
sponds to uninformed users (Theorem 1) and by the continuity
of the conditional entropy [35], [36] we find that we can still
transmit quantum information at a rate of at least
QE(NA→B)− ε log dA +
(
1 +
ε
2
)
h
(
ε
2 + ε
)
, (10)
where dA denotes the input dimension of the quantum channel,
and h(p) denotes the binary entropy function. Hence, we
can conclude that not knowing the quantum channel perfectly
only sightly impacts our ability to transmit quantum infor-
mation. (This does not just follow from the continuity of
the entanglement-assisted channel capacity since we need a
universal coding scheme that works for all channels in the
ε-neighborhood.)
f) Classical communication: Lastly, we discuss the
entanglement-assisted transmission of classical informa-
tion through the compound quantum channel ΠA→B .
A classical code for ΠA→B is given by a quadruple
{M0,M1, {Em}, {Λm}}, whereM0 is the number of classical
messages to be transmitted,M1 denotes the local dimension of
the entanglement-assistance Φ+A1B1 , {EmA1→A}M0m=1 are the en-
coding operations for the classical messages, and {ΛmBB1}M0m=1
the POVM elements of the decoding measurement. Then, for
example for the uninformed users setting like in (7), we say
that a triple (R, n, δ) is achievable for ΠA→B if there exists
a classical code with
1
n
logM0 ≥ R and inf
i∈I
1
M0
M0∑
m=1
tr
[
ΛmBB1(N iA→B ◦ EmA1→A(Φ+A1B1))] ≥ 1− δ.
(11)
This means that for every possible choice N iA→B in the
compound, the probability of success to retrieve the message
should be high, averaged uniformly over all messagesm ∈M0.
The corresponding entanglement-assisted classical capacity
CE is then defined in the exact same way as in (8). Now, in
the presence of free entanglement-assistance we have quantum
teleportation [16] and superdense coding [17] available: this
5More precisely, we assume that for some fixed input system we know the
channel NA→B up to ε > 0 in the diamond norm (see Section III for its
definition).
4allows to transform entanglement transmission codes into
classical codes and vice versa. More precisely, following [15,
(46) & Appendix B] we get with superdense coding that,
{M0,M1, E ,D} with fidelity 1− δ ⇒{
M20 ,M1M0, {Em}, {Λm}
}
with success probability 1− δ,
and vice versa with quantum teleportation that,
{M0,M1, {Em}, {Λm}} with success probability 1− δ ⇒
{
√
M0,M1M0, E ,D} with fidelity 1− δ.
Asymptotically this leads to the following channel capacity
identities:
2 =
CE
QE
=
CE,IR
QE,IR
=
CE,IS
QE,IS
=
CE,F
QE,F
. (12)
g) Extensions: Our proofs bring up new tools that can
deployed for simplifying previous works about capacities of
compound quantum channels [18], [19], [20], [24], [21], [22],
[23]. In Section A we present such an argument for the plain
quantum capacity of compound quantum channels.
h) Related work: After completion of our work, we
have learned about the concurrent work [37], [38] that also
determines the entanglement-assisted quantum capacity of
compound channels for uninformed users (amongst various
other results). However, the key techniques used for the
proofs differ significantly. The authors of [37], [38] use Weyl
unitaries as special encoding channels to convert the problem
of entanglement-assisted compound channels to a question
about classical-quantum compound channels. Then, they de-
ploy established universal codes [18] for classical-quantum
channels.
III. NOTATION
Here, we introduce our notation and give some standard
definitions and lemmas that we will throughout this paper.
For more about quantum information theory we point to the
excellent textbooks [39], [33].
Let A,B,C, . . . denote finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, let
dA denote the dimension of A, and let dAB = dAdB denote
the dimension of AB = A⊗B. We write P(A) for the set of
positive semidefinite operators, S(A) for the set of normalized
quantum states, S≤(A) for the set of sub-normalized quantum
states (i.e., positive semidefinite operators of trace no larger
than one). We use τA = IA/dA for the maximally mixed
state on A and Φ+AA′ =
1
dA
∑
i,j |ii〉〈jj|AA′ for a maximally
entangled state, where A′ ∼= A.
A. Distance measures
a) For quantum states: We write ‖X‖1 := tr
[√
X†X
]
for the trace norm. The fidelity is defined for arbitrary positive
semidefinite operators ρ, σ ∈ P(A) by F (ρ, σ) := ‖√ρ√σ‖21.
Note that for pure states ρ and σ we get F (ρ, σ) = |〈ρ, σ〉|2.
A particular version of Uhlmann’s theorem is [30, Theorem
3.1],
F (ρA, σA) = max
VB→C
F
(
VB→CρABV
†
B→C , σAC
)
= max
WC→B
F
(
ρAB,WC→BσACW
†
C→B
)
,
(13)
where ρAB is an arbitrary purification of ρA, σAC an arbitrary
purification of σA, and where the maximizations are over
partial isometries. For normalized quantum states ρ, σ ∈ S(A),
fidelity and trace norm are related by the Fuchs-van de Graaf
inequalities:(
1− ‖ρ− σ‖1
2
)2
≤ F (ρ, σ) ≤ 1− 1
4
‖ρ− σ‖21. (14)
As a consequence, one obtains the following lemma, which
is central to the decoupling approach to quantum information
theory.
Lemma 5 (cf. [30, Corollary 3.2]). Let ρAB ∈ P(AB) and
σAC ∈ S(AB) be pure states with ‖ρA − σA‖1 ≤ δ. Then,
there exist partial isometries VB→C and WC→B such that
‖VB→CρABV †B→C − σAC‖1 ≤ δ + 2
√
2δ
as well as
‖ρAB −WC→BσACW †C→B‖1 ≤ δ + 2
√
2δ.
A proof can be found in Section A. We note that δ+2
√
2δ ≤
4
√
δ if δ ≤ 1, which will often be the case.
Fidelity and trace norm can be related for arbitrary positive
semidefinite operators ρ, σ ∈ P(A) [32, Lemmas A.2.4 and
A.2.6], (tr[ρ] + tr[σ]
2
− ‖ρ− σ‖1
2
)2
≤ F (ρ, σ)
≤
(
tr[ρ] + tr[σ]
)2
4
− 1
4
‖ρ− σ‖21,
which generalizes (14). In particular, the lower bound implies
that
F (ρ, σ) ≥ 1− 2‖ρ− σ‖1 for ρ ∈ P(A), σ ∈ S(A). (15)
We will also need the following continuity bound for the
fidelity, which follows from, e.g., [40, Lemma B.9]: for
ρ, σ, σ′ ∈ S≤(A) we have
|F (ρ, σ)− F (ρ, σ′)| ≤ 2|
√
F (ρ, σ)−
√
F (ρ, σ′)|
≤ 2
√
‖σ − σ′‖1.
(16)
Lastly, for ρ, σ ∈ S≤(A) we need the purified distance
P (ρ, σ) :=
√
1− F∗(ρ, σ), defined in terms of the generalized
fidelity F∗(ρ, σ) :=
(√
F (ρ, σ) +
√
(1− tr[ρ])(1− tr[σ])
)2
.
We have
‖ρ− σ‖1 ≤ 2P (ρ, σ) for ρ, σ ∈ S≤(A). (17)
5b) For quantum operations: The diamond norm of a
super-operator NA→B is defined as
‖N‖⋄ := max
ρAA′∈S(AA′)
‖NA→B(ρAA′)‖1 with A′ ∼= A.
From the continuity bounds for the fidelity (16) we find for
TA→B , T ′A→B quantum operations (completely positive and
trace-nonincreasing maps) and ρ, σ ∈ S≤(A) that,
|F (ρ, T (σ)) − F (ρ, T ′(σ))| ≤ 2
√
‖(T − T ′)(σ)‖1
≤ 2
√
‖T − T ′‖⋄.
(18)
B. Entropies
a) Von Neumann entropy: For ρAB ∈ S(AB) the von
Neumann entropy6 of system A is defined by H(A)ρ :=
− tr[ρA log ρA]. The conditional entropy of A given B is
H(A|B)ρ := H(AB)ρ −H(B)ρ, and the mutual information
betweenA and B is I(A : B)ρ := H(A)ρ+H(B)ρ−H(AB)ρ.
All of these functions are continuous, and we will use the
following continuity bounds for ρAB, σAB ∈ S(AB): For the
conditional entropy [35], [36], we have
|H(A|B)ρ −H(A|B)σ |
≤ 2T log dA + (1 + T )h
(
T
1 + T
)
,
(19)
while for the mutual information [41],
|I(A : B)ρ − I(A : B)σ|
≤ 2T logmin{dA, dB}+ 2(1 + T )h
(
T
1 + T
)
.
(20)
In both cases, T := 12‖ρAB − σAB‖1, and h(p) denotes the
binary entropy function.
b) Smooth entropies: For ρAB ∈ S≤(AB) the condi-
tional min-entropy of A given B is defined as [32]
Hmin(A|B)ρ
:=− logmin{tr[σB] : σB ∈ P(B), ρAB ≤ IA ⊗ σB}.
(21)
The ε-smooth conditional min-entropy is defined by the fol-
lowing optimization over nearby states [42]:
Hεmin(A|B)ρ
:= sup
{
Hmin(A|B)ρ˜ : ρ˜ ∈ S≤(AB), P (ρ˜, ρ) ≤ ε
} (22)
Note that we have H0min(A|B)ρ = Hmin(A|B)ρ since the
purified distance defines a metric on the sub-normalized states.
The (smooth) conditional max-entropy for ε ≥ 0 is defined by
duality as [43], [42],
Hεmax(A|B)ρ := −Hεmin(A|C)ρ, (23)
where the smooth conditional min-entropy on the right-hand
side is evaluated with respect to the reduced density matrix
ρBC of an arbitrary purification |ρABC〉 of ρAB . It holds
that [42]
Hεmax(A|B)ρ
= sup
{
Hmax(A|B)ρ˜ : ρ˜ ∈ S≤(AB), P (ρ˜, ρ) ≤ ε
}
.
(24)
6All logarithms are to base 2.
where Hmax(A|B) = H0max(A|B). We will make use of the
following lemmas about the smooth conditional min- and max-
entropy of convex combination quantum states.
Lemma 6. Let {ρiAB}Ni=1 ⊆ S(AB) be quantum states,
{pi}Ni=1 a probability distribution, and ρAB =
∑N
i=1 piρ
i
AB .
Then, we have
Hεmin(A|B)ρ ≥ min
i
Hεmin(A|B)ρi .
Lemma 7. Let {ρiAB}Ni=1 ⊆ S(AB) be quantum states,
{pi}Ni=1 a probability distribution, and ρAB =
∑N
i=1 piρ
i
AB .
Then, we have
Hεmax(A|B)ρ ≤ max
i
Hεmax(A|B)ρi + 2 logN.
Lemmas 6 and 7 are proved in Section A. The smooth condi-
tional min- and max-entropy satisfy the following asymptotic
equipartition property [44], [33]:
1
n
Hεmin(A
n|Bn)ρ⊗n ≥ H(A|B)ρ − δ(ε, ρ)√
n
, (25)
1
n
Hεmax(A
n|Bn)ρ⊗n ≤ H(A|B)ρ + δ(ε, ρ)√n . (26)
where ρAB ∈ S(AB) and n ∈ N. For n ≥ 85 log 2ε2 the
convergence parameter can be bounded as:
δ(ε, ρ) ≤ 4 log(2√dA + 1)√log 2
ε2
. (27)
For technical reasons we will also work with the conditional
collision entropy defined as [32],
H2(A|B)ρ := − log min
σ∈S(B)
tr
[(
σ
−1/4
B ρABσ
−1/4
B
)2]
, (28)
where ρAB ∈ S≤(AB). We have H2(A|B)ρ ≥ Hmin(A|B)ρ.
IV. UNINFORMED USERS AND INFORMED RECEIVER
Since the two capacities advertised in Theorems 1 and 2
match, it suffices to prove a coding theorem for uninformed
users together with a converse bound for the informed receiver
scenario. We start in Section IV-A by establishing a one-
shot coding theorem for finite compound channels by a well-
known reduction to a single average channel and properties of
smooth entropies. In Section IV-B we obtain the direct part of
Theorem 1 by using our one-shot result in the limit of many
channel uses combined with discretization techniques. Lastly,
in Section IV-C we establish the converse part of Theorem 2.
A. One-shot coding theorem
To establish our one-shot coding result, we use an equiva-
lence between finite compound channels and average channels,
whose analogue for the plain quantum capacity has been
observed previously in [21, Lemma II.1].7 Let ΠA→B =
{N iA→B}Ni=1 be a finite compound channel and consider
the average channel ΠA→B := 1N
∑N
i=1N iA→B . If E and
7We must keep in mind that this equivalence is only known to hold true
for weak capacities as defined in (8), and not for strong converse capacities.
6D denote encoder and decoder for ΠA→B that achieve an
entanglement fidelity of
F (Φ+A0R,D ◦Π ◦ E(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1))
=
1
N
N∑
i=1
F (Φ+A0R,D ◦ N i ◦ E(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1))
≥ 1− δ
then it is immediate that, for all i = 1, . . . , N ,
F (Φ+A0R,D ◦ N i ◦ E(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)) ≥ 1−Nδ. (29)
Thus, the entanglement infidelity does increase by no more
than a constant factor N when we apply a code to the
compound channel instead of the average channel. Conversely,
any code for the compound channel achieves the same entan-
glement fidelity for the average channel.
We now prove the following one-shot coding theorem for
finite compound channels:
Theorem 8. For any finite compound channel ΠA→B =
{N iA→B}Ni=1, pure state ρAA′ , integersM0 andM1, and ε > 0,
there exist quantum operations EA0A1→A and DBB1→A0 ,
where dA0 =M0 and dA1 = dB1 = M1, such that
min
i
F (Φ+A0R,D ◦ N i ◦ E(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1))
≥ 1− 4N
√
2
√
δ1 + δ2,
where
δ1 = 3 · 2− 12 (Hεmin(A)ρ−logM0−logM1) + 24ε,
δ2 = 3 · 2−
1
2 (−maxiHεmax(A′|B)Ni(ρ)−2 logN−logM0+logM1)
+ 24ε.
Here, Hεmin(A)ρ stands for the smooth min-entropy, defined
as in (22) with B a one-dimensional system.
Proof. We apply the one-shot coding theorem [30, Theorem
3.14, cf. Theorem 3.15] to the average channel ΠA→B to
obtain quantum operations E and D such that
‖D ◦Π ◦ E(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)− Φ+A0R‖1 ≤ 2
√
2
√
δ1 + δ2
where
δ1 = 3 · 2− 12 (Hεmin(A)ρ−logM0−logM1) + 24ε,
δ2 = 3 · 2− 12 (−H
ε
max(A
′|B)Π(ρ)−logM0+logM1) + 24ε.
Using the relation between the fidelity and the trace distance
in (15), we obtain
F (Φ+A0R,D ◦Π ◦ E(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)) ≥ 1− 4
√
2
√
δ1 + δ2.
and thus, from (29),
F (Φ+A0R,D ◦N i ◦ E(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1))
≥ 1− 4N
√
2
√
δ1 + δ2
for all i = 1, . . . , N . On the other hand, we have that Π(ρ) =
1
N
∑N
i=1Ni(ρ). Thus, we can apply Lemma 7 in Section A,
which asserts that
Hεmax(A
′|B)Π(ρ) ≤ maxi H
ε
max(A
′|B)Ni(ρ) + 2 logN,
and conclude that
δ2 ≤ 3 · 2− 12 (−maxiHεmax(A′|B)Ni(ρ)−2 logN−logM0+logM1)
+ 24ε.
B. Achievability
We now establish the direct part of Theorem 1:
Lemma 9. Let ΠA→B = {N iA→B}i∈I be a compound
channel with arbitrary index set I . Then, we have
QE(ΠA→B) ≥ 1
2
sup
ρ
inf
i∈I
I(A′ : B)N i(ρ),
where the supremum is over all purified input distributions
ρA′A with A ∼= A′.
Proof. Let ρAA′ be a pure state, ∆ > 0, and
R =
1
2
inf
i∈I
I(A′ : B)N i(ρ) −∆.
We will show that for any δ > 0 there exists n0 such that,
for all n ≥ n0, the triple (R, n, δ) is achievable for ΠA→B .
If R ≤ 0 then there is nothing to show, thus we may assume
that R > 0.
To reduce to finite compound channels, we use the dis-
cretization result [21, Lemma V.2], which asserts that for any
ν > 0 there exists a finite compound channel Π˜A→B =
{N˜ jA→B}Nj=1 of cardinality N ≤ (6/ν)2d
2
AB with the property
that for any N i ∈ Π there exists some N˜ j ∈ Π˜ such
that ‖(N i)⊗k − (N˜ j)⊗k‖⋄ ≤ kν for all k, and vice versa
(that is, for any N˜ j ∈ Π˜ there exists some N i ∈ Π
such that ‖(N i)⊗k − (N˜ j)⊗k‖⋄ ≤ kν for all k). We shall
choose ν = 1/n2. Then, the discretization has cardinality
N ≤ (3n)4d2AB . Moreover, ‖N i − N˜ j‖⋄ ≤ 1/n2 for any pair
of channels as above, and thus (20) implies that∣∣inf
i∈I
I(A′ : B)N i(ρ) − min
j=1,...,N
I(A′ : B)N˜ j(ρ)
∣∣
≤ 1
n2
log dA +
(
1 +
1
2n2
)
h
(
1
2n2 + 1
)
.
As a consequence,
R ≤ 1
2
min
j=1,...,N
I(A′ : B)N˜ j(ρ) −
∆
2
(30)
for n sufficiently large (depending only on dA and ∆). Let us
assume that this is the case.
We now apply our one-shot coding result, Theorem 8, to
Π˜⊗nA→B = {(N˜ jA→B)⊗n}Nj=1, ρ⊗nAA′ , M0 = ⌈2nR⌉, M1 =
⌈2n(H(A)ρ−R−∆/2)⌉. For all ε > 0, we obtain an encoder
EA0A1→An and a decoder DBnB1→A0 such that
min
j=1,...,N
F (Φ+A0R,D ◦ (N˜ j)⊗n ◦ E(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1))
≥ 1− 4N
√
2
√
δ1 + δ2,
(31)
where
δ1 = 3 · 2− 12 (H
ε
min(A
n)
ρ⊗n−logM0−logM1) + 24ε,
δ2 = 3 · 2−
1
2 (−maxj Hεmax(A′n|Bn)(N˜j (ρ))⊗n−2 logN)
· 2− 12 (− logM0+logM1) + 24ε.
7We now choose8 ε = 1/(nN)4. Since ε decays only polynomi-
ally with n, the asymptotic equipartition property (25) together
with (27) and the estimate (30) implies that
δ1 ≤ 3 · 2−
n
2
(
∆
2 − 2n− δ(ε,ρ)√n
)
+ 24ε ≤ 3 · 2−n∆8 + 24ε ≤ 25ε
for sufficiently large n (depending only dAB , ∆ and R).
Likewise, using (26) instead of (25) we obtain that
δ2 ≤ 3N · 2−
n
2
(
∆
2 − 1n− δ(ε,N˜
j (ρ))√
n
)
+ 24ε
≤ 3N · 2−n∆8 + 24ε
≤ 25ε,
where we use that N grows only polynomially with n. By
inserting the two bounds into (31), we obtain that
F (Φ+A0R,D ◦ (N˜ j)⊗n ◦ E(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1))
≥ 1− 4N
√
2
√
25ε+ 25ε ≥ 1− 24Nε1/4
= 1− 24
n
.
At last, we relate this to the entanglement fidelity for the
original compound channel. Using (18) and recalling that
ν = 1/n2, we find that
inf
i∈I
F (Φ+A0R,D ◦ (N i)⊗n ◦ E(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1))
≥ 1− 24
n
− 2√
n
,
since for anyN i ∈ Π there exist N˜ j ∈ Π˜ such that ‖(N i)⊗n−
(N˜ j)⊗n‖⋄ ≤ nν = 1/n. We conclude that, for any δ > 0 and
sufficiently large n, (R, δ, n) is a valid triple for the compound
channel ΠA→B .
C. Converse
The following lemma establishes the converse direction of
Theorem 2. The proof uses ideas from [45], [3], [25].
Lemma 10. Let ΠA→B = {N iA→B}i∈I be a compound
channel with arbitrary index set I . Then, we have
QE,IR(ΠA→B) ≤ 1
2
sup
ρ
inf
i∈I
I(A′ : B)N i(ρ),
where the supremum is over all purified input distributions
ρA′A with A ∼= A′.
Proof. In view of (12), it suffices to argue that
CE,IR(ΠA→B) ≤ sup
ρ
inf
i∈I
I(A′ : B)N i(ρ), (32)
where CE,IR stands for the entanglement-assisted classical
capacity with informed receiver as discussed in Section II.
Thus, let (R, n, δ) be an achievable triple for entanglement-
assisted classical communication in the informed receiver sce-
nario, with corresponding code (M0,M1, {Em}, {Λm,i}m,i),
where {Λm,i}M0m=1 is a POVM for each fixed i ∈ I . Let
ρAn =
1
M0
∑M0
m=1 Em(τM1) denote the average channel input.
8We make this choice for convenience and note that the use of the
asymptotic equipartition property (25) would also allow to choose ε super-
polynomially small in n.
For each fixed i ∈ I , (M0,M1, {Em}, {Λm,i}m) is a code
for entanglement-assisted classical communication through
(N i)⊗n with message size M0 and error probability δ. Thus,
we may apply the converse from [3, Theorem 18, (43) &
Lemma 30],
logM0 ≤ 1
1− δ
(
I(ρAn , (N i)⊗n) + h(δ)
)
, (33)
where we have introduced the notation I(σA, T ) := I(A′ :
B)T [σAA′ ], with σAA′ an arbitrary purification of σA. We now
use the sub-additivity property [45, (3.24)],
I(ρAn , (N i)⊗n) ≤
n∑
k=1
I(ρkA,N i),
where we have defined ρkA := ρAk . By definition, the right-
hand side is equal to
n∑
k=1
I(ρkA,N i) =
n∑
k=1
I(A′ : B)N i(ρk
AA′ )
,
where the |ρkAA′〉 denote purifications of the ρkA. To further
upper bound this expression, we introduce the pure state
σAA′XY :=
1√
n
n∑
k=1
|ρkAA′〉 ⊗ |kk〉XY . (34)
Then, σAA′X =
1
n
∑n
k=1 ρ
k
AA′ ⊗ |k〉〈k|X , and therefore
1
n
n∑
k=1
I(A′ : B)N i(ρk
AA′ )
= I(A′ : B|X)N i(σ)
= I(A′X : B)N i(σ) − I(B : X)N i(σ)
≤ I(A′X : B)N i(σ) ≤ I(A′XY : B)N i(σ)
= I(σA,N i),
(35)
where the first equation uses that X is classical, the second is
the chain rule for the conditional mutual information, the third
step is the non-negativity of the mutual information, the fourth
the monotonicity of mutual information under local quantum
operations, and the last equation is again by definition. If we
plug (35) into (33) then we obtain the upper bound
1
n
logM0 ≤ 1
1− δ
(
I(σA,N i) + h(δ)
n
)
.
Crucially, the state σA =
1
n
∑n
k=1 ρ
k
A does not depend on the
channel N i under consideration (see (34)). Thus, it follows
that the above inequality holds for all i ∈ I ,
1
n
logM0 ≤ 1
1− δ
(
inf
i∈I
I(σA,N i) + h(δ)
n
)
,
and therefore
R ≤ 1
n
logM0
≤ 1
1− δ
(
sup
ρ
inf
i∈I
I(ρA,N i) + h(δ)
n
)
=
1
1− δ
(
sup
ρ
inf
i∈I
I(A′ : B)N i(ρ) +
h(δ)
n
)
.
This establishes (32) and thus the claim of the theorem.
As explained at the beginning of Section IV, Lemmas 9
and 10 together establish Theorems 1 and 2.
8V. INFORMED SENDER
A. One-shot coding theorem
Our one-shot coding theorem in the uninformed scenario
can be understood a direct consequence of a corresponding
result in [30] for a single fixed channel, applied to the average
channel induced by the compound. In the informed sender
scenario, such a reduction is complicated by the fact that
now the encoders depend on the individual channels in the
compound. In the case of the plain quantum capacity, we
show how these challenges can in fact be overcome by a
suitable reduction, which leads to a pleasant new proof of the
corresponding result in [22] (see Section A). In the presence
of entanglement assistance, however, we need to develop some
new technical tools.
Following the decoupling approach, we start with the fol-
lowing ansatz for the encoders [30]: Given integers M0 and
{M i1}Ni=1, letM1 denote the least common multiple of theM i1.
Let A0 and A1 denote quantum systems of dimensionsM0 and
M1, respectively, and fix for each value of i a tensor product
decomposition A1 ∼= Ai1 ⊗ (Ai1)c such that dAi1 = M i1. Given
states {ρiA}Ni=1, we now define completely positive maps
E iA0A1→A(σA0A1) := dAOA(ρi)U iAJ iA0Ai1→A
σA0Ai1(J
i
A0Ai1→A)
†(U iA)
†(OA(ρi))†, (36)
where the J i
A0Ai1→A are fixed full-rank partial isometries, the
U iA denote unitaries that will later be chosen at random, and
where we use the notation
OA(ρ) :=
∑
a,a′
ρa,a′ |a〉〈a′|A (37)
with ρa,a′ the coefficients obtained by expanding the pure
state |ρAA′〉 in the same computational basis as our maximally
entangled states, i.e., |ρAA′〉 =
∑
a,a′ ρa,a′ |aA〉 |a′A′〉. Then
we have |ρAA′〉 =
√
dAOA(ρ) |Φ+AA′〉. We caution that OA(ρ)
is not in general Hermitian.
To assess the performance of the encoders {E i}Ni=1, we will
consider the average encoder-and-channel
T A0A1→B :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
N iA→B ◦ E iA0A1→A (38)
and show that the complementary map decouples the reference
R from the environment. Following the decoupling approach,
this will guarantee the existence of an uninformed decoder
DB1B→A for the map T A0A1→B and therefore, as in Sec-
tion IV-A above, for each of its branches N i ◦ E i.
For the purposes of obtaining a decoupling result in terms
of smooth entropies it will in fact be useful to consider more
general maps of the form
T A0A1→B(σA0A1) :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
T iA→B
(
U iAJ
i
A0Ai1→A
σA0Ai1(J
i
A0Ai1→A)
†(U iA)
†), (39)
where the T iA→B are arbitrary completely positive maps; we
recover (38) for the choice
T iA→B(σA) = N iA→B
(
dAOA(ρ
i)σA
(
OA(ρ
i)
)†)
.
We now obtain an explicit complementary map. For this, let
Ki
(Ai1)
c→Ac denote isometries, where A
c is an auxiliary system
of sufficiently large dimension (e.g., M1), and let W
i
A→BE
denote dilations of the maps T iA→B . Then, the maps
T i,cA→E(σA) := trB
[
W iA→BEσA(W
i
A→BE)
†] (40)
define complementary maps of the channels T iA→B(σA) =
trE
[
W iA→BEσA(W
i
A→BE)
†], and it is not hard to verify that
the completely positive map
T cA0A1→AcEI(σA0A1) :=
1
N
∑
i,j
trB
[
W iA→BEU
i
A
J iA0Ai1→AK
i
(Ai1)
c→AcσA0A1(K
j
(Aj1)
c→Ac)
†
(Jj
A0A
j
1→A
)†(U jA)
†(W jA→BE)
†]⊗ |i〉〈j|I
(41)
is complementary to the map (39).
Lemma 11. Let {T iA→B}Ni=1 be completely positive maps,
and M0, {M i1}Ni=1 integers such that M0M i1 ≤ dA for all i.
Let {T i,cA→E}Ni=1 and T
c
A0A1→AcEI denote the complementary
maps as defined in (40) and (41), respectively. Then, we have
E
∥∥∥T cA0A1→AcEI(Φ+A0R ⊗ τA1)− ωAcEI ⊗ τR∥∥∥1
≤ 2− 12
(
miniH2(A
′|E)T i,c(Φ+)−logM0+logMi1−2 logN−2
)
,
where E denotes the average over independent Haar-random
unitaries {U iA}, and
ωAcEI :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
Ki(Ai1)c→Ac τ(Ai1)c(K
i
(Ai1)
c→Ac)
†
⊗ T i,cA→E(τA)⊗ |i〉〈i|I .
Proof. We start by bounding the trace norm deviation from
the average state by using the triangle inequality:
E
∥∥∥T cA0A1→AcEI(Φ+A0R ⊗ τA1)− ωAcEI ⊗ τR∥∥∥1 (42)
≤ 1
N
∑
i,j
E
∥∥∥(trB [(W iU iJ iKi(Φ+A0R ⊗ τA1)
· (Kj)†(Jj)†(U j)†(W j)†
]
− δi,jKi τ(Ai1)c(Ki)† ⊗ T i,c(τA)⊗ τR
)
⊗ |i〉〈j|I
∥∥∥
1
≤ 1
N
N∑
i=1
E
∥∥∥T i,c(U iJ i(Φ+A0R ⊗ τAi1)(J i)†(U i)†) (43)
− T i,c(τ iA)⊗ τR
∥∥∥
1
+
1
N
∑
i6=j
E
∥∥∥ trB [W iU iJ iKi(Φ+A0R ⊗ τA1) (44)
· (Kj)†(Jj)†(U j)†(W j)†
]∥∥∥
1
.
To bound the averages in (43), we invoke the one-shot decou-
pling theorem [31, Theorem 3.3] to obtain the first inequality
in
E
∥∥∥T i,c(U iJ i(Φ+A0R ⊗ τAi1)(J i)†(U i)†)− T i,c(τ iA)⊗ τR∥∥∥1
≤ 2− 12
(
H2(A
′|E)T i,c(Φ+)−logM0+logMi1
)
9≤
√
tr
[(
ρ˜iA′E
)2] · 2− 12 (− logM0+logMi1)
=
√
tr
[(
ρ˜iB
)2] · 2− 12 (− logM0+logMi1) =: xii. (45)
For the second inequality we have defined
ρiA′BE := W
i
A→BEΦ
+
AA′(W
i
A→BE)
† and ρ˜iA′BE :=
(αiE)
−1/4ρiA′BE(α
i
E)
−1/4 for an arbitrary choice of state
αiE ∈ S(E), and used the definition of the conditional
collision entropy in (28).
Bounding the averages in (44) is somewhat more involved
because we cannot directly rely on previous results. We start
with the Hölder inequality [46, Corollary IV.2.6] and obtain
the upper bound E‖κijAcER‖2, with κijAcBER defined as in (46);
here, we have also used that the Ki
(Ai1)
c→Ac(K
i
(Ai1)
c→Ac)
†
are orthogonal projections onto the ranges of the isometries
Ki
(Ai1)
c→Ac . We now apply Jensen’s inequality and the swap
trick,
E‖κijAcER‖2 ≤
√
E tr
[
κijAcER(κ
ij
AcER)
†
]
=
√
E tr
[(
κijAcBER ⊗ (κijAcBER)†
)
FAcER
]
,
(47)
where we write FS for the operator that swaps two copies of
a subsystem S and acts as the identity otherwise. To compute
the right-hand side average, it will be useful to introduce the
following notation:
W˜
i
A→BE := (α
i
E)
−1/4
W
i
A→BE
ΩijAAcR := J
i
K
i(Φ+A0R ⊗ τA1)(K
j)†(Jj)†,
so that
κijAcBER = W˜
i
A→BEU
i
AΩ
ij
AAcR(U
j
A)
†(W˜ jA→BE)
†
= (κjiAcBER)
†.
Then, we get
E tr
[
(κijAcBER ⊗ (κijAcBER)†)FAcER
]
= E tr
[(
W˜ iA→BEU
i
AΩ
ij
AAcR(U
j
A)
†(W˜ jA→BE)
†
⊗ W˜ jA→BEU jAΩjiAAcR(U iA)†(W˜ iA→BE)†
)
FAcER
]
= d−2A
∑
a,b,c,d
tr
[(
W˜ iA→BE |a〉〈b|ΩijAAcR |d〉〈c| (W˜ jA→BE)†
⊗ W˜ jA→BE |c〉〈d|ΩjiAAcR |b〉〈a| (W˜ iA→BE)†
)
FAcER
]
,
since E(U iA⊗(U iA)†) = d−1A FA = d−1A
∑
a,b |a〉〈b|⊗|b〉〈a| and
likewise for U jA. This in turn is equal to
d−2A
∑
a,c
tr
[(
W˜ iA→BE |a〉〈c| (W˜ jA→BE)†
⊗ W˜ jA→BE |c〉〈a| (W˜ iA→BE)†
)
FE
]
·
∑
b,d
tr
[(〈b|ΩijAAcR |d〉 ⊗ 〈d|ΩjiAAcR |b〉)FAcR]
= d−2A tr
[(
W˜ iA→BE(W˜
i
A→BE)
† ⊗ W˜ jA→BE(W˜ jA→BE)†
)
FB
]
· tr
[
ΩijAAcRΩ
ji
AAcR
]
= tr
[(
ρ˜iBE ⊗ ρ˜jBE
)
FB
]
· tr [(Φ+A0R ⊗ τA1)2]
= tr
[
ρ˜iB ρ˜
j
B
]
· 2− logM1 .
If we combine this result with inequalities (46) and (47), we
obtain the following bound:
E
∥∥trB [W iU iJ iKi(Φ+A0R ⊗ τA1)(W jU jJjKj)†]∥∥1
≤
√
tr
[
ρ˜iB ρ˜
j
B
]
· 2− 12 (− logM0+ 12 logMi1+ 12 logMj1 )
=: xij . (48)
We thus obtain the following bound on (42),
E‖T cA0A1→AcEI(Φ+A0R ⊗ τA1)− ωAcEI ⊗ τR‖1
≤ 1
N
∑
i,j
xij ,
where the xij are defined in (45) and (48). At last, we note
as in [21, Lemma III.3] that xij ≤ √xiixjj by the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality, therefore xij ≤ max(xii, xjj) ≤ xii+xjj ,
and that we can thus upper bound
1
N
∑
i,j
xij ≤
N∑
i=1
xii
= 2
N∑
i=1
√
tr
[
(ρ˜iA′E)
2
] · 2− 12 (− logM0+logMi1)
≤ max
i
√
tr
[
(ρ˜iA′E)
2
] · 2− 12 (− logM0+logMi1−2 logN−2).
This holds for all choices of αiE in the states ρ˜
i
A′E =
(αiE)
−1/4N i,cA→E(Φ+AA′)(αiE)−1/4. The claimed bound thus
follows from the definition of the conditional collision en-
tropy (28).
We now derive a smoothed version of Lemma 11. Later,
this will allow us to treat the asymptotic IID limit using the
asymptotic equipartition property in the form of (25)-(26). We
note that this approach is conceptually different from previous
works [21], [22], [23].
Lemma 12. Let ΠA→B = {N iA→B}Ni=1 be a finite com-
pound channel, {ρiAA′}Ni=1 pure states, {E iA0A1→A}Ni=1 the
corresponding completely positive maps defined in (36), M0,
{M i1}Ni=1 integers such that M0M i1 ≤ dA for all i, and
ε > 0. Then, there exists a quantum operation DBB1→A0
which depends measurably on the random unitaries {U iA} such
that
E
∥∥∥(DBB1→A0 ◦ 1N
N∑
i=1
N iA→B ◦ E iA0A1→A)(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)
− Φ+A0R
∥∥∥
1
≤ δ + 2
√
2δ + 2ε,
where
δ = 2−
1
2
(
−maxiHεmax(A′|B)Ni(ρi)−logM0+logMi1−2 logN−2
)
.
Proof. According to (24), there exist ρ˜iA′B ∈ S≤(AB) such
that
Hεmax(A
′|B)N i(ρi) = Hmax(A′|B)ρ˜i and
P (N iA→B(ρiAA′), ρ˜iA′B) ≤ ε.
(49)
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E
∥∥trB [W iU iJ iKi(Φ+A0R ⊗ τA1)(Kj)†(Jj)†(U j)†(W j)†]∥∥1
≤ ∥∥(αiE ⊗ IR ⊗Ki(Ai1)c→Ac(Ki(Ai1)c→Ac)†)1/4∥∥4 · ∥∥(αjE ⊗ IR ⊗Kj(Aj1)c→Ac(Kj(Aj1)c→Ac)†)1/4∥∥4
· E
∥∥∥(αiE)−1/4 trB [W iU iJ iKi(Φ+A0R ⊗ τA1)(Kj)†(Jj)†(U j)†(W j)†] (αjE)−1/4∥∥∥2
= 2−
1
2
(
− logM0+ 12 logMi1+ 12 logMj1−logM1
)
· E
∥∥∥ trB [ (αiE)−1/4W iU iJ iKi(Φ+A0R ⊗ τA1)(Kj)†(Jj)†(U j)†(W j)†(αjE)−1/4︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:κij
AcBER
]∥∥∥
2
,
(46)
Let T iA→B denote completely positive maps with
T iA→B(Φ+AA′) = ρ˜iA′B as their Choi-Jamiolkowski states, and
define {T i,cA→E}Ni=1, T A0A1→A and T
c
A→AcEI as in (39)–(41).
Then, we have
Hεmax(A
′|B)N i(ρi) = Hmax(A′|B)T i(Φ+)
= −Hmin(A′|E)T i,c(Φ+)
(50)
by (23). For each realization of the random unitaries {U iA},
Lemma 5 implies that there exists a quantum operation
DBB1→A0 (partial isometry) such that∥∥DBB1→A0 ◦ T A0A1→B(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)− Φ+A0R∥∥1
≤ ∆+ 2
√
2∆, (51)
where
∆ :=
∥∥∥T cA0A1→AcEI(Φ+A0R ⊗ τA1)− ωAcEI ⊗ τR∥∥∥1 ,
with ωAcEI as defined in Lemma 11. In fact, DBB1→A0 can
be chosen as a measurable function of the {U iA}, so that it can
itself be regarded as a random variable. Thus, it makes sense
to bound the following expression:
E
∥∥∥(D ◦ 1
N
N∑
i=1
N i ◦ E i)(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)− Φ+A0R∥∥∥1 (52)
≤ 1
N
N∑
i=1
E
∥∥∥(T̂ i − T i)(U iJ i(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+Ai1Bi1) (53)
(J i)†(U iA)
†)
∥∥∥
1
+ E
∥∥DBB1→A0 ◦ T A0A1→B(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1) (54)
− Φ+A0R
∥∥
1
,
where T̂ iA→B(σA) := N iA→B
(
dAOA
(
ρi
)
σAOA
(
ρi
)†)
. In
the first inequality, we have inserted (36)–(39) and used
the triangle inequality as well as that DBB1→A0 is trace-
nonincreasing.
To bound the averages in (53), we now follow the smoothing
ideas from [31]. Let ρ̂iA′B := T̂ iA→B(Φ+AA′) = N iA→B(ρiAA′)
and write ρ̂iA′B − ρ˜iA′B = δi,+A′B − δi,−A′B as a difference of
positive semidefinite operators, so that
tr
[
δi,+A′B
]
+ tr
[
δi,−A′B
]
= ‖ρ̂iA′B − ρ˜iA′B‖1
≤ 2P (ρ̂iA′B, ρ˜iA′B) ≤ 2ε
(55)
by (17) together with (49). Let Di,±A→B denote completely
positive maps whose Choi-Jamiolkowski states are δi,±A′B , re-
spectively. Then, we have T̂ iA→B−T iA→B = Di,+A→B−Di,−A→B ,
and hence
E
∥∥∥(T̂ iA→B − T iA→B)(U iJ i(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+Ai1Bi1)(J i)†(U i)†)∥∥∥1
≤ E tr
[
Di,+A→B(U iAJ i(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+Ai1Bi1)(J
i)†(U iA)
†)
]
+ E tr
[
Di,−A→B(U iAJ i(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+Ai1Bi1)(J
i)†(U iA)
†)
]
≤ tr
[
δi,+B ⊗ τRBi1
]
+ tr
[
δi,−B ⊗ τRBi1
]
≤ 2ε,
by the triangle inequality, the fact that E(U iAσAB(U
i
A)
†) =
τA ⊗ trA[σAB] for all σAB , and (55).
To bound the average in (54), we use (51), Jensen’s inequal-
ity and Lemma 11 to obtain
E
∥∥DBB1→A0 ◦ T A0A1→B(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)− Φ+A0R∥∥1
≤ (E∆) + 2
√
2E∆ ≤ δ + 2
√
2δ
with
δ = 2−
1
2
(
−maxiHεmax(A′|B)Ni(ρi)−logM0+logMi1−2 logN−2
)
,
where we used that H2(A
′|E)T i,c(Φ+) ≥ Hmin(A′|E)T i,c(Φ+)
and (50). Plugging both bounds into (52), we obtain the desired
estimate.
The decoding maps E iA0A1→A as defined in (36) are com-
pletely positive but not in general trace-preserving, and there-
fore not valid quantum operations. However, the following
lemma, whose proof is entailed in [30, Theorem 3.14] and
which can be deduced directly from the one-shot decoupling
theorem [31, Theorem 3.3], will later allow us to replace the
E i by valid quantum operations.
Lemma 13. Let E iA0A1→A be one of the completely positive
maps defined in (36) for some state ρiA. Then, we have
E
∥∥trA [E iA0A1→A(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)] − τRB1∥∥1
≤ 2− 12 (Hεmin(A)ρi−logM0−logMi1) + 12ε
By combining this with Lemma 12, we obtain our one-shot
coding theorem for compound channels in the informed sender
scenario.
Theorem 14. Let ΠA→B = {N iA→B}Ni=1 be a finite compound
channel, {ρiAA′}Ni=1 pure states, and M0, {M i1}Ni=1 integers
11
such that M0M
i
1 ≤ dA for all i, and ε ∈ (0, 1]. Then, there
exist quantum operations E iA0A1→A and DBB1→A0 , where
dA0 =M0 and dA1 = dB1 ≥ maxiM i1, such that
min
i
F (Φ+A0R,D ◦ N i ◦ E i(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1))
≥ 1− 8N(N + 2)(√δ1 +√δ2 + 6√ε), (56)
where
δ1 = max
i
2−
1
2 (H
ε
min(A)ρi−logM0−logMi1),
δ2 = max
i
2−
1
2
(
−Hεmax(A′|B)Ni(ρi)−logM0+logMi1−2 logN−2
)
.
Proof. We choose M1 as the least common multiple of the
M i1. By Lemmas 12 and 13, Markov’s inequality Prob(Z >
kE(Z)) ≤ 1/k (for k = N + 2), and the union bound, there
exist unitaries {U iA}Ni=1 and a quantum operation DBB1→A0
such that ∥∥trA [E iA0A1→A(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)]− τRB1∥∥1
≤ (N + 2)(δ1 + 12ε) (∀i = 1, . . . , N)
with∥∥∥(DBB1→A0 ◦ 1N
N∑
i=1
N iA→B ◦ E iA0A1→A)(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)
− Φ+A0R
∥∥∥
1
≤ (N + 2)(δ2 + 2
√
2δ2 + 2ε).
As a consequence of the first bound and Lemma 5, we can
find quantum operations {E˜ iA0A1→A}Ni=1 such that∥∥∥(E˜ iA0A1→A − E iA0A1→A)(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)∥∥∥1
≤ (N + 2)(δ1 + 12ε) + 2
√
2(N + 2)(δ1 + 12ε).
Now, using the triangle inequality as well as the fact that D
and the N i are completely positive and trace-nonincreasing,
we obtain that∥∥∥ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(D ◦ N i ◦ E˜ i)(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)− Φ+A0R
∥∥∥
1
≤ 1
N
N∑
i=1
∥∥∥(E˜ iA0A1→A − E iA0A1→A)(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)∥∥∥1
+
∥∥∥(D ◦ 1
N
N∑
i=1
N i ◦ E i)(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)− Φ+A0R
∥∥∥
1
≤ (N + 2)(δ1 + 12ε) + 2
√
2(N + 2)(δ1 + 12ε)
+ (N + 2)(δ2 + 2
√
2δ2 + 2ε)
≤ 4(N + 2)(
√
δ1 +
√
δ2 + 6
√
ε).
To arrive at the last inequality, we have assumed that δ1,2 ≤ 1
(without loss of generality, since the bound (56) is otherwise
vacuous). At last, we use (15) to turn this into a lower bound
on the average entanglement fidelity:
F (Φ+A0R, (
1
N
N∑
i=1
D ◦ N i ◦ E˜ i)(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1))
≥ 1− 8(N + 2)(√δ1 +√δ2 + 6√ε).
Using the same argument that we used to derive (29), this
implies that
min
i
F (Φ+A0R, (D ◦ N i ◦ E˜ i)(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1))
≥ 1− 8N(N + 2)(√δ1 +√δ2 + 6√ε).
B. Achievability
Given the one-shot coding theorem phrased in terms of
smooth entropies (Theorem 14), we can now prove the direct
part of Theorem 3 in a similar fashion as for Theorem 1:
Lemma 15. Let ΠA→B = {N iA→B}i∈I be a compound
channel with arbitrary index set I . Then, we have
QE,IS(ΠA→B) ≥ inf
i∈I
QE(N iA→B).
Proof. Let ∆ > 0 and
R = inf
i∈I
QE(N iA→B)−∆.
We will show that for any δ > 0 there exists n0 such that,
for all n ≥ n0, the triple (R, n, δ) is achievable for ΠA→B .
If R ≤ 0 then there is nothing to show, thus we may assume
that R > 0.
As in the proof of Lemma 9, we will use the discretization
result [21, Lemma V.2] to reduce to finite compound channels.
It shows that for any n there exists a finite compound channel
Π˜A→B = {N˜ jA→B}Nj=1 of cardinality N ≤ (3n)4d
2
AB with the
property that for any N i ∈ Π there exists some N˜ j ∈ Π˜ such
that ‖(N i)⊗k − (N˜ j)⊗k‖⋄ ≤ k/n2 for all k, and vice versa.
In particular, for k = 1 this bound together with (20) implies
that ∣∣inf
i∈I
QE(N i)− min
j=1,...,N
QE(N˜ j)
∣∣
≤ 1
n2
logmin{dA, dB}+ 2
(
1 +
1
2n2
)
h
(
1
1 + 2n2
)
.
As a consequence,
R ≤ min
j=1,...,N
QE(N˜ j)− ∆
2
(57)
for n sufficiently large (depending only on dAB and ∆). Let
us assume that this is the case.
Let {ρjAA′} be pure states such that QE(N˜ j) = 12I(A′ :
B)N˜ j(ρj) for all j = 1, . . . , N . We now apply our one-shot
coding result, Theorem 14, to Π˜⊗nA→B = {(N˜ jA→B)⊗n}Nj=1,
{(ρjAA′)⊗n}Nj=1, M0 = ⌈2nR⌉, M j1 = ⌈2n(H(A)ρj−R−∆/2)⌉.
We note that
M0M
j
1 ≤ 2nR+12n(H(A)ρj−R−∆/2)+1
= 2n(H(A)ρj−∆/2+2/n) ≤ dAn
for n sufficiently large (depending only on R and ∆). Thus,
the assumption on the integers M0, {M j1} is satisfied. For
all ε ∈ (0, 1], we obtain encoders E˜jA0A1→An and a decoderDBnB1→A0 such that
min
j
F (Φ+A0R,D ◦ (N˜ j)⊗n ◦ E˜j(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1))
≥ 1− 8N(N + 2)(√δ1 +√δ2 + 6√ε), (58)
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where
δ1 = max
j
2−
1
2 (H
ε
min(A)(ρj)⊗n−logM0−logMj1 ),
δ2 = max
j
2−
1
2
(
−Hεmax(A′|B)(N˜j(ρj ))⊗n−logM0+logMj1−2 logN−2
)
.
We now choose ε = 1/(nN)4. Since ε decays only polynomi-
ally with n, the asymptotic equipartition property (25) together
with (27) and the estimate (57) implies that
δ1 ≤ 2−
n
2
(
∆
2 − 2n− δ(ε,ρ
j )√
n
)
≤ 2−n∆8 ≤ ε
for sufficiently large n (depending only dAB , ∆ and R).
Likewise, using (26) instead of (25) we obtain that
δ2 ≤ 2N · 2−
n
2
(
∆
2 − 1n− δ(ε,N˜
j (ρj ))√
n
)
≤ 2N · 2−n∆8 ≤ ε,
where we use that N grows only polynomially with n. By
inserting the two bounds into (58), we obtain that
F (Φ+A0R,D ◦ (N˜ j)⊗n ◦ E˜j(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1))
≥ 1− 64N(N + 2)√ε ≥ 1− 192
n2
.
At last, we relate this to the entanglement fidelity for the orig-
inal compound channel. For this, recall that for any N i ∈ Π
there exists some N˜ j ∈ Π˜ such that ‖(N i)⊗n− (N˜ j)⊗n‖⋄ ≤
1/n. If we choose the encoders correspondingly as E i := E˜j
then we find using (18) that
inf
i∈I
F (Φ+A0R,D ◦ (N i)⊗n ◦ E i(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1))
≥ 1− 192
n2
− 2√
n
We conclude that, for any δ > 0 and sufficiently large n,
(R, δ, n) is a valid triple for the compound channelΠA→B .
C. Converse
Since a code for the compound quantum channel ΠA→B =
{N iA→B} by definition gives rise to codes for each of its
constituent channels N iA→B , it is immediate that QE,IS(Π) ≤
QE(N i) for all i ∈ I . Thus, we immediately obtain the
converse bound in Theorem 3.
Lemma 16. Let ΠA→B = {N iA→B}i∈I be a compound
channel with arbitrary index set I . Then, we have
QE,IS(ΠA→B) ≤ inf
i∈I
QE(N iA→B).
VI. FEEDBACK ASSISTANCE
It is well-known that feedback does not increase the
entanglement-assisted quantum capacity of a quantum chan-
nel [14]. Since any feedback-assisted code for the compound
channel gives rise to feedback-assisted codes for each of its
constituent channels, we obtain just as in the preceding section
the converse bound in Theorem 4. In fact, this holds for
arbitrary compound channels:
Lemma 17. Let ΠA→B = {N iA→B}i∈I be a compound
channel with arbitrary index set. Then, we have
QE,F (ΠA→B) ≤ inf
i∈I
QE(N iA→B).
Next we show that the upper bound in Lemma 17 is also
achievable, at least for finite compound channels (establishing
Theorem 4):
Lemma 18. Let ΠA→B = {N iA→B}i∈I be a compound
channel with finite index set |I| <∞. Then, we have
QE,F (ΠA→B) ≥ inf
i∈I
QE(N iA→B).
The proof is a generalization of the original proof for
classical channels [7] and based on the following quantum
channel estimation technique from [24]:
Proposition 19 ([21, Theorem 4.2]). Let ΠA→B ={N iA→B}Ni=1 be a finite compound channel and set L = (N2 ).
Then, there exists f ∈ (0, 1) such that for each m ∈ N there
are mutually orthogonal projectors
{
P iBmL
}N
i=1
on B⊗(mL)
with
∑N
i=1 P
i
BmL = IBmL , as well as a pure state ωAmL on
A⊗(mL) with the property that
tr
[
P iBmL
(N iA→B)⊗(mL) (ωAmL)] ≥ (1−Nfm)N−1
for all i = 1, . . . , N .
For the IID compound Π⊗nA→B =
{(N iA→B)⊗n}
i∈I
we
use the first
√
n channel uses to estimate the channel on the
receiver’s side with the help of Proposition 19. Then, we use
feedback to transfer the estimated channel index i ∈ I to the
sender. This allows to use the informed sender protocol for the
remaining n−√n channel uses and leads to the same capacity
as in the informed sender case. We formalize this strategy in
the following proof, which is inspired by [21, Lemma 4.3]:
Proof of Lemma 18. We give a protocol for the IID average
channel
ΠAn→Bn :=
1
|I|
∑
i∈I
(N iA→B)⊗n ,
which will work equally well for the IID compound channel
(up to a constant factor of |I| in fidelity, cf. (29)). Take
n = mL + t with L :=
(|I|
2
)
and m ∈ N. We use the
first mL instances for channel estimation and the subsequent
t = n−mL instances for the actual entanglement transmission,
making use of the informed sender protocol as described in
Theorem 14.
The encoder E˜AmL for the channel estimation inputs ωAmL
from Proposition 19 to the (mL)-fold channel. The decoder
D˜BmL for the channel estimation measures the channel’s
output as in Proposition 19,
D˜BmL(·) :=
∑
i∈I
D˜iBmL(·) |i〉〈i|XB
with D˜iBmL(·) := tr
[
P iBmL(·)
]
, and sends the classical out-
come i ∈ I back to the sender, where it is then labeled by
the system XA. Given this information i ∈ I we use for the
entanglement transmission the informed encoder E iA0A1→At
for
(N iA→B)⊗t, i.e.,
EA0A1XA→At(·) :=
∑
i∈I
E iA0A1→At(·)⊗ 〈i| · |i〉XA ,
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and the universal decoder DBtB1→A0 from Theorem 14.9 The
total fidelity of the protocol can then be bounded as∑
i∈I
F
(
Φ+A0R,
(
(D˜iBmL ⊗DBtB1→A0) ◦ Π¯AmL+t→BmL+t
◦ (E˜AmL ⊗ E iA0A1→At)
)
(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)
)
≥ 1|I|
∑
i∈I
F
(
Φ+A0R,
(
(D˜iBmL ⊗DBtB1→A0) ◦ (N iA→B)⊗(mL+t)
◦ (E˜AmL ⊗ E iA0A1→At)
)
(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)
)
=
1
|I|
∑
i∈I
F
(
Φ+A0R,
(DBtB1→A0 ◦ (N iA→B)⊗t
◦ E iA0A1→At
)
(Φ+A0R ⊗ Φ+A1B1)
)
· tr
[
P iBmL
(N iA→B)⊗(mL) (ωAmL)]
≥ (1− |I|fm)|I|−1(1− δ), (59)
for f ∈ (0, 1) as in Proposition 19. In the last inequality
we have assumed that the informed encoders
{E iA0A1→At}i∈I
together with the universal decoder DBtB1→A0 have a fidelity
of at least 1− δ for δ > 0 (cf. Theorem 14). Now, we choose
m = ⌊√n⌋ and t = n − ⌊√n⌋L. For n → ∞ the total error
in (59) then tends to 1− δ. Moreover, we find by Lemma 15
that for n → ∞ we can transmit entanglement at any rate
R ≤ infi∈I QE(N iA→B):
1
n
logM0 ≥ t · R
n
=
n · R− ⌊√n⌋LR
n
→ R.
Since δ > 0 was arbitrary, this concludes the proof.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have determined the entanglement-
assisted quantum capacity of compound quantum channels for
various setups. In particular, we have provided closed formulas
for the entanglement-assisted capacity for uninformed users,
for an informed receiver, for an informed sender, and in the
presence of free feedback from the receiver to the sender. All
our findings are in complete analogy to the case of classical
compound channels and hence strengthen the interpretation
of entanglement-assisted communication as the most tractable
generalization of classical information theory to the quantum
setting.
Our proofs are based on one-shot decoupling theorems,
properties of smooth entropies, and make use of some pre-
viously developed tools for analyzing compound quantum
channels [18], [19], [20], [24], [25], [21], [22], [23]. We
believe that our approach may also lead to an improved
understanding of capacities of compound quantum channels
in general. As an illustration we present in Section A a
simplified argument for studying the plain quantum capacity
of an arbitrary compound quantum channel with an informed
sender (cf. the original works [21], [22], [23]).
We end with a discussion of a few open questions. In the
feedback-assisted scenario, we were only able to determine
9Since both the sender and the receiver know the classical outcome i ∈ I
we could alternatively simply use an encoder and decoder obtained by coding
theorems for fixed channels (see, e.g., [30, Theorem 3.14, cf. Theorem 3.15]).
the capacity of finite compound quantum channels. It is not
known how to extend this to arbitrary compounds and the
corresponding solution for classical compounds might serve as
a good starting point [8]. Moreover, it would be interesting for
all the setups discussed in our work to optimize the amount
of entanglement assistance that is needed, and with that to
characterize the whole rate region (M0,M1). Finally, a variant
of compound quantum channels known as arbitrarily varying
quantum channels (AVC) have been studied in the literature
(see, e.g., [47], [48], [20], [49]). Here, for a fixed set of
channels
{N i}
i∈I the goal is to find protocols for information
transmission that work reliable for all channels of the form
N (i1,...,in) := ⊗nj=1N ij in the limit n→∞.
The resulting entanglement-assisted arbitrarily varying quan-
tum capacity is not known, but by analogy with the classical
results [50], [51], [52] one naturally conjectures the following
closed formula:
QE
({N i}
i∈I
)
= inf
N∈conv({N i}i∈I)
QE (N ) (60)
We expect the methods developed in this article to be useful
for attacking the conjecture.
Note added: After completion of our work the conjecture
in (60) was proven in [37].
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APPENDIX
Proof of Lemma 5. Let ρ′AB := ρAB/ tr[ρAB] denote the
normalized version of ρAB . Then, we have
‖ρ′A − ρA‖1 = ‖ρ′AB − ρAB‖1 = |1− tr[ρA]|
= |tr[ρA − σA]| ≤ ‖ρA − σA‖1 ≤ δ,
and thus ‖ρ′A − σA‖1 ≤ 2δ. From the first inequality in (14),
we obtain that F (ρ′A, σA) ≥ (1 − δ)2. Thus, by Uhlmann’s
theorem (13) there exist partial isometries VB→C and WC→B
such that
F (VB→Cρ′ABV
†
B→C , σAC) = F (ρ
′
AB,WC→BσACW
†
C→B)
≥ (1− δ)2 ≥ 1− 2δ.
From the second inequality in (14), we thus obtain that
‖VB→Cρ′ABV †B→C − σAC‖1 ≤ 2
√
2δ and hence
‖VB→CρABV †B→C − σAC‖1
≤ ‖ρ′AB − ρAB‖1 + 2
√
2δ ≤ δ + 2
√
2δ
Similarly, ‖ρ′AB −WC→BσACW †C→B‖1 ≤ 2
√
2δ and thus
‖ρAB −WC→BσACW †C→B‖1 ≤ δ + 2
√
2δ.
Proof of Lemma 6. According to (21)–(22), we can find sub-
normalized states ρ˜iAB ∈ S≤(AB) as well as σiB ∈ P(B) such
that P (ρi, ρ˜i) ≤ ε, ρ˜iAB ≤ IA ⊗ σiB , and 2−H
ε
min(A|B)ρi =
14
tr
[
σiB
]
for all i = 1, . . . , N . Now, we define the sub-
normalized state ρ˜AB :=
∑N
i=1 piρ˜
i
AB . The joint quasi-
convexity of the purified distance [33, (3.60)] implies that
P (ρ˜AB, ρAB) ≤ ε, and so (22) shows that
Hεmin(A|B)ρ ≥ Hmin(A|B)ρ˜.
In order to lower-bound the right-hand side, we consider
σB :=
∑N
i=1 piσ
i
B . Clearly, ρ˜AB =
∑N
i=1 piρ˜
i
AB ≤∑N
i=1 piIA ⊗ σiB = IA ⊗ σB . Thus, σB is a feasible point
for the optimization in (21), and so
Hmin(A|B)ρ˜ ≥ − log tr[σB] = − log
(
N∑
i=1
pi tr
[
σiB
])
≥ min
i
− log tr [σiB] = min
i
Hεmin(A|B)ρi ,
using the quasi-concavity of x 7→ − log x.
Proof of Lemma 7. For all i = 1, . . . , N , let |ρiABC〉 a purifi-
cation of ρiAB . Then, we have that
|ρABCI1I2〉 :=
1√
N
N∑
i=1
|ρiABC〉 ⊗ |iI1〉 |iI2〉
is a purification of ρAB . We note that both ρABI1 and ρACI2
are classical on I1 and I2, respectively. Thus, we can apply [33,
Lemma 6.8], which, together with (23) to switch from max-
to min-entropy, shows that
Hεmax(A|B)ρ ≤ Hεmax(A|BI1)ρ + logN
= −Hεmin(A|CI2)ρ + logN
≤ −(Hεmin(A|C)ρ − logN)+ logN
= −Hεmin(A|C)ρ + 2 logN.
Now, observe that ρAC =
1
N
∑
i ρ
i
AC . Thus, Lemma 6 can be
applied, and we obtain
−Hεmin(A|C)ρ ≤ −min
i
Hεmin(A|C)ρi
= max
i
−Hεmin(A|C)ρi = max
i
Hεmax(A|B)ρi
by another application of (23).
Lemma 20. Let ΠA→B = {N iA→B}Ni=1 be a finite compound
channel, {ρiAA′}Ni=1 pure states, M0 an integer such that
M0 ≤ dA, and ε ∈ (0, 1]. Then, there exist quantum operations
E iA0→A and DB→A0 with dA0 =M0, such that
min
i
F (Φ+A0R,D ◦ N i ◦ E i(Φ+A0R))
≥ 1− 16N(N + 2)(√δ + 6√ε),
where
δ = max
i
2−
1
2
(
−Hεmax(A′|B)Ni(ρi)−logM0−2 logN
)
.
By standard arguments this one-shot coding result can be
lifted to an asymptotic IID capacity formula in terms of the
regularized coherent information (as first derived and shown
optimal for compound quantum channels in [21], [22], [23]).
Proof of Lemma 20. Denote by W iA→BE a Stinespring dila-
tion of N iA→B and by N i,cA→E the corresponding complemen-
tary channel. We define the new channel
TAI→B(·) :=
N∑
i=1
N iA→B [〈i| · |i〉],
and input ρAI :=
1
N
∑
i ρ
i
A ⊗ |i〉〈i| with purification
|ρAIA′I′〉 := 1√N
∑
i |ρiAA′〉 ⊗ |ii〉. We find TAI→B[ρAI ] =
1
N
∑
iN iA→B[ρiA]. We obtain a Stinespring dilation of the
channel TAI→B by
WAI→BEI(·) :=
∑
i
|i〉〈i| ⊗W iA→BE(·).
Moreover, we define the completely positive map
EA0I→AI(σA0I) := dAIOAI(ρ)UAIJA0→A
σA0I(JA0→A)
†(UAI)†(OAI(ρ))†,
where the JA0→A are isometries, the UAI denote unitaries
that will later be chosen at random, and OAI(·) is defined as
in (37). The main idea is to apply the one-shot decoupling
lemma from [31, Theorem 3.1],
E
∥∥∥ trB [WAI→BEIEA0I→AI(Φ+A0R ⊗ |0〉〈0|I)W †AI→BEI]
− ωEI ⊗ τR
∥∥∥
1
≤ 2−
1
2
(
Hεmin(AI|R)σ−Hεmax(A′I′|B)T (ρ)
)
+ 12ε,
where ωEI := trB[WAI→BEIρAIW
†
AI→BEI ] and σAIR :=
JA0→A(Φ
+
A0R
⊗ |0〉〈0|I)J†A0→A. This can be simplified using
the fact that Hεmin(AI|R)σ = − logM0. Next, we write
ηA′I′B :=
1
N
∑
iN iA→B(ρiAA′) ⊗ |i〉〈i| and apply Lemma 7
to carry out the following sequence of inequalities:
−Hεmax(A′I ′|B)η ≥ −Hεmax(A′|B)η
≥ −max
i
Hεmax(A
′|B)N i(ρi) − 2 logN.
This implies that
E
∥∥∥ trB [WAI→BEIEA0I→AI(Φ+A0R ⊗ |0〉〈0|I)W †AI→BEI]
− ωEI ⊗ τR
∥∥∥
1
≤ δ + 12ε.
Now Lemma 5 implies that there exists a quantum operation
DB→A0 (partial isometry) such that
E
∥∥∥DB→A0 ◦ TAI→B ◦ EA0I→AI(Φ+A0R ⊗ |0〉〈0|I )− Φ+A0R∥∥∥1
≤ δ + 12ε+ 2
√
2(δ + 12ε). (61)
On the other hand, we have
TAI→B ◦ EA0I→AI(Φ+A0R ⊗ |0〉〈0|I)
=
1
N
∑
i
N iA→B ◦ E˜ iA0→A(Φ+A0R),
where we abbreviated
E˜ iA0→A(σA0) := dAOA
(
ρi
)√
N 〈i|UAI |0〉JA0→AσA0
(JA0→A)
†√N 〈0|U †AI |i〉OA
(
ρi
)†
.
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Now, the one-shot decoupling lemma from [31, Theorem 3.1]
gives
E
∥∥∥ trA [E˜ iA0→A(Φ+A0R)]− τR∥∥∥1
≤ 2−
1
2
(
Hεmin(A
′I′)
ρi
−logM0
)
+ 12ε,
where we have introduced ρiA′I′ = ρ
i
A′⊗|i〉〈i|I′ . We now note
that
Hεmin(A
′I ′)ρi = Hεmin(A
′)ρi
≥ Hεmin(A′|E)N i,c(ρi) = −Hεmax(A′|B)N i(ρi)
which implies that
E
∥∥∥ trA [E˜ iA0→A(Φ+A0R)]− τR∥∥∥1 ≤ δ + 12ε. (62)
Combining (61), (62), Markov’s inequality Prob(Z >
kE(Z)) ≤ 1/k (for k = N + 2), and the union bound, we
find that there exist a unitary UAI and a quantum operation
DB→A0 such that∥∥∥trA [E˜ iA0→A(Φ+A0R)]− τR∥∥∥1 ≤ (N + 2)(δ + 12ε)
for i = 1, . . . , N , with∥∥∥∥∥DB→A0 ◦ 1N
N∑
i=1
N iA→B ◦ E˜ iA0→A(Φ+A0R)− Φ+A0R
∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤ (N + 2)(δ + 12ε+ 2
√
2(δ + 12ε)).
As a consequence of the first bound and Lemma 5, we can
then find quantum operations {E iA0→A}Ni=1 (partial isometries)
such that ∥∥∥(E˜ iA0→A − E iA0→A)(Φ+A0R)∥∥∥1
≤ (N + 2)(δ + 12ε) + 2
√
2(N + 2)(δ + 12ε).
Using the triangle inequality as well as the fact that D and
the N i are completely positive and trace-nonincreasing, we
obtain that∥∥∥∥∥(DB→A0 ◦ 1N
N∑
i=1
N iA→B ◦ E iA0→A
)
(Φ+A0R)− Φ+A0R
∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤
∥∥∥∥∥(DB→A0 ◦ 1N
N∑
i=1
N iA→B ◦ E˜ iA0A1→A
)
(Φ+A0R)− Φ+A0R
∥∥∥∥∥
1
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
∥∥∥(E˜ iA0→A − E iA0→A)(Φ+A0R)∥∥∥1
≤ (N + 2)(δ + 12ε) + 2
√
2(N + 2)(δ + 12ε)
+ (N + 2)(δ + 12ε+ 2
√
2(δ + 12ε))
≤ 8(N + 2)(
√
δ + 6
√
ε).
For the last step we assumed that δ ∈ (0, 1] (without loss of
generality). Lastly, we use (15) to turn this into a lower bound
on the entanglement fidelity:
F (Φ+A0R,
( 1
N
N∑
i=1
DB→A0 ◦ N iA→B ◦ E iA0→A
)
(Φ+A0R))
≥ 1− 16(N + 2)(√δ + 6√ε).
Using the same argument that was used to derive (29) this
implies the claim.
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